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Sorcerer who has no pact with the Devil is not a real sorcerer. 
~ Ismael, sorcerer-kimbanda 

 
 

urrently in the Occult Philosophy Course we are studying the 
beginnings of the idea or concept of the Holy Guardian Angel. And 
as we have seen, what we now know as the Holy Guardian Angel is 
the development of an idea that was already present in the early 

days or genesis of the Occult Tradition of Magic: knowledge and 
conversation with tutelary and family spirits, guardians, assistants and 
servers. We begin the study with the paredros of the GREEK MAGICAL PAPYRI, 
move on to the personal daimon that appears both in the papyri and classical 
neoplatonic theurgy, and arrive at the Holy Guardian Angel of the BOOK OF 

SACRED MAGIC OF ABRAMELIN, THE MAGE, also addressing the modern versions 
of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and Aleister Crowley. 

Studying the ten different types of paredros (assisting spirits) that 
appear on the papyri, we find that among them are the paredoi, that is, dead 
assistant spirits. It was impossible in this way not to establish connections 
between the papyri witchcraft and the Brazilian Quimbanda witchcraft, a 
cult that deals with the interaction with deified dead, sorcerer masters 
called Exus and Pombagiras. From this comparison made in texts and videos 
on You Tube a doubt arose in some followers: So it can be said that the idea 
of the Holy Guardian Angel is an evolution of the Personal Exu, and that there 
is a high chance that our «guardian angel» is nothing more than a ancestral 
spirit of a dead man who received such a mission. 

The answer is no! 
Let's start from this principle: An angel cannot be the soul of a dead 

person. Angels do not incarnate in the kingdom of generation and some of 
them do not even have a pneumatic vehicle that enables them to even act in 
the kingdom of generation. The modern idea of the Holy Guardian Angel as 
we see in the BOOK OF SACRED MAGIC OF ABRAMELIN, THE MAGE is Neoplatonic-
Christian, where every human soul receives from God an accompanying 
angel, guides his ways and instructs him spiritually. Here’s how: To gain 
Knowledge & Conversation with the Holy Guardian Angel the magician must 
earnestly plead with God (One-Good) to deserve the grace or blessing of 
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being accompanied by an angel of God. The pivot of the process is not the 
Holy Guardian Angel, but God Himself, the Source from which the angel 
comes. Abramelin’s Holy Guardian Angel is a Tutelary Deity emanating from 
and directed by God, the Source-One-Good. 

To conjure up the spirit of a dead person as a tutelary deity is 
completely different. Here the sorcerer does not consider Source-One-Good 
as benefactor and provider of a tutelary spirit, but Nature itself. So unlike 
the Neoplatonic-Christian mage who turns up to summon his assistant spirit 
in the form of the Holy Guardian Angel, the sorcerer turns to the multiplicity 
of forms that exist in the generation realm to summon his assistant spirits. 
The imago dei of this process is the Devil himself, the Spirit of Nature, where 
inhabit a myriad of spiritual creatures, including the dead. The sorcerer’s 
covenant is not with the God of the Jews, Christians or Muslims, but with the 
Devil himself, Lord of Sorcerers and ruler (Rex Mundi) of all spiritual 
creatures that inhabit the kingdom of generation. 

The connection here is that, as a tutelary deity, the modern conception 
of the Holy Guardian Angel is the development of the assisting spirit 
doctrine present in the Occult Tradition of Magic from the earliest times. In 
the tradition of Quimbanda, each sorcerer-kimbanda is aided by one or more 
spirits of the dead (Exus and Pombagiras). Depending on tradition, these 
mighty dead are released and are under the rule of a greater spirit. In 
Luciferian Quimbanda, for example, who releases each sorcerer’s Personal 
Exu is Maioral, Chief Empire of the Seven Kingdoms of Quimbanda. In the 
Quimbanda Matriz, the Personal Exu is aligned with the Quimbanda Moirão 
that governs the Cult of each «yard». In any case there is a spirit, the 
equivalent of the Devil himself, who releases the Personal Exu from each 
sorcerer-kimbanda. In this way the sorcerer directs himself to earth and 
nature to conjure his assistant spirits; A Neoplatonic-Christian mage goes to 
the planes of light and perfection to receive the grace of being accompanied 
by a Holy Guardian Angel. 

And what is the connection between them, the Personal Exu and the 
Holy Guardian Angel? The idea of being assisted by an assistant spirit, 
nothing more. 

 
 

Laroyê Exu é Mojuba! 
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